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Abstract

The paper deals with a topic little studied in artificial intelli-
gence: the understanding of humor. In this preliminary study,
we try to identify the basic mechanism at work in quips and
narrative jokes. It seems that in many cases a belief revi-
sion process is operating, leading to an unexpected conclu-
sion through the punchline of the jest. We propose a for-
mal modeling of jokes based on belief revision. Namely the
punchline, which triggers a revision, is both surprising and
explains perfectly what was reported in the beginning of the
joke. This also suggests a way of ranking jokes in terms of
surprise and strength of explanation, using possibilistic logic.

1 Introduction
Aristotle already1 pointed out that laughing is proper to hu-
man. Humor is one of those cognitive topics, as also, e.g.,
aesthetic judgments, that has been little studied in AI. Pre-
sumably such topics do not look important and may seem
tricky. Their understanding both involve perception, analy-
sis and synthesis issues. In both cases, a “sender”, the joker
or the artist, presents an expressive content to a “receiver”,
the audience, supposedly capable of appreciating what is in-
tended for them. Humor and art also have in common that
they often play with, or even shake up the prohibitions and
prejudices. In both cases, there seems to be a surprise effect
(Raccah 2016; Williams 1996) for the public when discov-
ering what is presented. Very schematically, while art ad-
dresses first of all our sensitivity and arouses our emotions,
it seems that jokes solicit above all a logical apprehension of
the world (one speaks of “understanding a joke”).

The question whether an intelligent system is able to un-
derstand humor remains largely open. The aim of this paper
is to propose a representation of the cognitive comprehen-
sion of jokes and more precisely to present a preliminary
modeling of the mechanism that triggers laughter in a joke.
We first review the AI literature related to humor then briefly
discuss the modeling of surprises before presenting the for-

1Greek jokes were early compiled, nearly 2,000 years ago; see,
e.g., (Anonymous 2008). Here is an example: “An intellectual who
is short on cash has to sell all his books. He then wrote to his
father: ‘I have good news: I’m beginning to make a living from my
books’.” The reader may check that the approach presented in this
paper would apply to this old joke.

malization of the mechanism based on belief revision, which
is at work in most jokes2.

2 Humor in AI
A large proportion of the AI literature on humor concerns
the detection of humor or irony in texts, audio signals or
images, or the evaluation of a level of humor. Some other
works focus on the generation of puns, or the derivation of
hijacked acronyms.

Marvin Minsky (1984) discusses the Freudian theory of
jokes (Freud 1961) and highlights that beyond questions of
prohibitions, humor is also a matter of knowledge about
knowledge, and of inconsistency resolution. According to
(Attardo and Raskin 1991) there are three main theories
about humor: the theory of relief (humor would help relieve
nervous tension), the theory of superiority (humor would
make one feel superior), and the theory of incongruity (hu-
mor consists of disobeying mental patterns and expecta-
tions). This last theory is the dominant theory which is
also the perspective in which we place ourselves in this ar-
ticle (even if we can argue that the punchline of the joke
restores somehow the consistency and calms a cognitive
dissonance, which may seem to go also in the direction
of the first theory). The same authors proposed the Gen-
eral Theory of Verbal Humor (Attardo and Raskin 1991;
Raskin 2008). According to GTVH, the six main resources
involved in jokes are (in decreasing order of importance):
script opposition (SO), logical mechanism (LM), situation
(SI), target (TA), narrative strategy (NS) and language (LA).
Then the paper by (Hempelmann, Raskin, and Triezenberg
2006) uses ontologies to analyze and generate jokes auto-
matically following predefined scripts. In this paper, we
mainly consider the first two resources which can be related
to the idea of surprise and to the logical machinery triggered
by the punchline of a joke.

We can also mention (Stock and Strapparava 2003) which
presents HAHACRONYM a system for producing humor-
ous acronyms from existing acronyms (e.g., MIT becomes
“Mythical Institute of Theology”) which explains the se-
ries of letters in an unexpected way. Another research work

2This is a fully rewritten version of a previous work in French
(Dupin De Saint-Cyr and Prade 2019) which contains a more ex-
tensive introduction and more references.
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by (Shahaf, Horvitz, and Mankoff 2015) concerns the au-
tomatic analysis of the degree of humor associated with an
image. For this aim, the authors design a learning mecha-
nism based on a database of thousands of funny captions as-
sociated with images. The captions were annotated in pairs
indicating the funnier one of the two. The characteristics
used to formulate the learning task are: the unusual nature
of the language used, the unpredictability of the legend, the
grammatical complexity.

Lastly, Raccah (2016) draws a parallel between metaphor
and bon mot, both of which rely on a “manipulative” effect
in communication. According to him, humor requires three
conditions: i) a story; ii) an intention to make people laugh;
iii) that the story causes laughter. Raccah offers as an ex-
planation of a bon mot that makes us laugh “the feeling of
having fallen into an unexpected and inevitable trap: it is the
punchline that makes us fall into this trap”.

3 Surprise in AI
Surprise is triggered by the occurrence of something consid-
ered as having low possibility. The first version of the the-
ory of possibility proposed by the English economist George
Shackle (1961) was based on the notion of the degree of sur-
prise associated with an event, which was in fact a degree of
impossibility of that event, calculated from a possibility dis-
tribution reflecting our uncertain knowledge about the cur-
rent state of the world. A fact is then all the more surprising
as it is less consistent with what we thought was possible.
Formally,

degree of surprise(A) = 1− possibility(A)

In AI, the issue of surprises was discussed in (Lorini and
Castelfranchi 2007). These authors have formulated two dif-
ferent notions of surprise: i) mismatch-based surprise which
reflects the incompatibility between what we perceive and
what we expected to perceive (scrutinized expectation); ii)
astonishment or surprise in recognition which reflects the
difficulty of accepting what we perceive because this per-
cept is very implausible in the absolute. In both cases the
degree of surprise or astonishment is associated with a prob-
ability. In the first case, the greater the probability associated
with the initial expectation, the greater the surprise; in the
second case, the greater the surprise, the more unlikely the
perceived thing is. Lorini and Castelfranchi propose a logic
of probabilistic quantified beliefs using a semantics given in
(Fagin and Halpern 1994) to which a standard action oper-
ator is added as well as constructors to talk about what is
being examined and the perceived data. They proposed to
model the cognitive integration that follows a surprise by a
belief change operator that they call update process. Thus,
for these authors, the notion of surprise is first defined by a
form of inconsistency with respect to explicit expectations
or with respect to prior knowledge.

In our study, we propose a different approach since we
use belief change theory in order to define surprise (and
not to model its integration by the listener): the new in-
formation (the punchline of the joke) generates a revi-
sion of beliefs whose result is surprising in the sense that
it is inconsistent with what was initially believed. Note

that in this article the notion of surprise will not corre-
spond to a surprising evolution of the world (Dupin de
Saint-Cyr and Lang 2011), but rather to a surprising evo-
lution of knowledge about the world. Thus, our work re-
lates to belief revision rather than to update (Winslett 1988;
Katsuno and Mendelzon 2003).

4 Modeling Jokes
In humor, according to Raccah (2016), there is a manipula-
tion of what the joker wants the listener to believe, in order
to make him fall into a trap. In this article on humor, we
propose to translate Raccah’s analysis in terms of belief re-
vision. Thus, the manipulation of the listener will be seen as
a two-phase process:
• The first phase corresponds to the description of the con-

text of the joke. It leads to a revision of listener’s beliefs
by this intentionally incomplete description made in order
to suggest a conclusion which will turn out to be false.

• The second phase corresponds to the arrival of the punch-
line of the joke, which on the one hand is surprising be-
cause it is incompatible or incongruent with the previous
provisional conclusion. On the other hand, the punchline
seems inevitable what we express by the fact that it logi-
cally explains the initial information.
The second lesson learnt from Raccah’s article concerns

humor intensity: according to him, “the punchline is all the
more funny as the trap was unexpected and inevitable”. This
prompts us to propose a way to compare jokes in terms of the
discrepancy between the levels of plausibility of the worlds
obtained in the two phases on the one hand, and in terms
of the inevitability of the explanation of the initial situation
provided by the punchline on the other hand.

4.1 Notations and Background
We consider a propositional language L, where propositions
are noted by lowercase Greek symbols. The symbols ⊥, ∨,
∧, ¬,→, ≡, `, |= denote respectively contradiction, logical
connectors “or”, “and”, “not”, material implication, logical
equivalence, classical inference, satisfaction.

In the following, we use a belief revision operator (Al-
chourrón, Gärdenfors, and Makinson 1985; Katsuno and
Mendelzon 1991). The revision of a set of propositional for-
mulas K by a piece of information ϕ is noted K ◦ ϕ.

Note that belief revision semantics is based on sphere sys-
tems (Grove 1988) and epistemic entrenchments (Gärden-
fors 1988), two notions that have their exact counterpart in
possibility theory (under the form of qualitative possibil-
ity distributions and necessity relations (Dubois and Prade
1991)). A possibility distribution is qualitative in the sense
that it only plays the role of an ordinal ranking function
on the set of possible worlds (contrarily to what a proba-
bility distribution would do). Possibility distributions are
used here for implementing the revision operator ◦ because
what is required is simply a plausibility ordering as in sphere
systems and no numerical value is neither needed nor avail-
able. However the approach presented in this paper holds
for any kind of belief revision operator satifisfying Katsuno-
Mendelzon postulates (1991).
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Since we need to encode common sense knowledge, we
use  to represent a default rule: α  β, with α, β ∈ L;
meaning that when α is true it is more plausible that β is true
than false. This kind of rule is easily translated in the pos-
sibility theory setting (Dubois and Prade 1988) as the con-
straint N(β|α) > 0. Due to the duality between a necessity
measure N and its associated possibility measure Π, i.e.,
N(α) = 1 − Π(¬α), the constraint N(β|α) > 0 is equiv-
alently written as Π(α ∧ β) > Π(α ∧ ¬β) which expresses
that, in context α, β being true is the normal situation (since
strictly more possible than β false). This writing supposes
the existence of a plausibility relation on worlds, which is
represented by a possibility distribution π, i.e., a mapping
from the set of interpretations ofL to a linearly ordered scale
bounded by 0 and 1, where 0 stands for impossible and 1 for
fully possible.

4.2 Formalization
In this section, we propose a static formalization of jokes in
propositional logic, i.e., we consider that a joke describes a
situation α and that its punchline completes this description
with a piece of information β (α, β are propositions in L).

We consider that the joke is addressed to a listener whose
knowledge base is a set of propositional formulas denoted
K. Moreover, the listener is also characterized by her way ◦
to revise her belief.

In the following, a (simple) joke is viewed as a story,
which is a pair (<context>, <punchline>) having some fur-
ther characteristics. We first define a story.
Definition 1 (simple story, cascading story). A simple story
is a pair (α, β) of formulas of L. A cascading story is a tuple
(ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) with n > 2 formulas in L.

The cognitive situation induced by a story is described by
the knowledge base K iteratively revised by the elements of
the story. The punchline of a joke is considered surprising
if the result of the revision of the knowledge base K by the
initial description of the situation, is contradictory to what
is obtained after revision by the entire story including the
punchline.
Definition 2 (surprising story). A story (α, β) is surprising
with respect to a listener associated to (K, ◦) if

(K ◦ α) consistent3 and (K ◦ α) ∪ (K ◦ (α ∧ β)) ` ⊥
A cascading story (ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) is surprising with respect to
(K, ◦) at the stage i if

(K ◦ ψ) consistent and (K ◦ ψ) ∪ (K ◦ (ψ ∧ ϕi)) ` ⊥
with ψ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 . . . ∧ ϕi−1.

Note that the above definition excludes the possibility that
the listener already knows the joke. Indeed in that latter case
α and β would be already in K, forbidding any surprise.
Besides, we do not require that K ◦ (α ∧ β) is consistent,
including absurd punchlines in Definition 24.

3This condition is automatically ensured by the usual revision
postulate (KM3) (Katsuno and Mendelzon 1991): K ◦α is consis-
tent as soon as α is consistent.

4However, absurd punchlines will not be revealing in the sense
of the forthcoming Definition 3 due to postulates KM5 and KM6:
(KM5): (K ◦ϕ)∪{ψ} |= K ◦ (ϕ∧ψ) ; (KM6): if (K ◦ϕ)∪{ψ}
is consistent then K ◦ (ϕ ∧ ψ) |= (K ◦ ϕ) ∪ {ψ}.

In order to understand the joke, its logic has to appear
implacable once the punchline is revealed, so the punchline
is both completely admissible and explains the situation. In
other words, if we had known β from the beginning, it would
have explained α, which we can translate as follows:
Definition 3 (revealing punchline). Given a story (α, β),
its punchline β is revealing with respect to (K, ◦) if

(K ◦ β) consistent3 and K ◦ β |= α

Laughter can be thought to relieve the tension of cogni-
tive dissonance caused by the inconsistency between what
one expected to hear and the punchline of the joke. This
relief can only come once the story is understood, with the
punchline playing the role of a revelation.
Definition 4 (potentially funny story). A story is potentially
funny if it is surprising and its punchline is revealing.

This definition of a potentially funny story is directly in-
spired by Raccah (2016), except that we have tried to define
the revealing character of the punchline rather than its in-
evitability (which could be understood as K ◦ α ` β, deny-
ing the surprising character of β).

Observe also that the definition relies both on K and ◦,
which may differ from a listener to another, acknowledging
the fact that a joke may not be found funny by anybody.

Note that the expression “potentially funny” is used in
Definition 4 because one can imagine examples of surpris-
ing stories with revealing punchline that are not necessarily
funny for their listeners. For example, a scientific discovery
can be surprising and revealing, just like a well-crafted de-
tective story, or certain political revelations, for the audience
concerned in each case. This remark shows that ingredients
other than the above belief revision mechanism are also nec-
essary for laughter to occur. It includes elements such as the
intention to make people laugh, lack of empathy or playing
with taboos.

We are now able to formalize a first example (from
a French collection of “funny” stories (Nègre 1970)) ex-
pressed in natural language that we have transposed into
logic. In this paper, we disregard the stage of the transition
from natural language to logical representation. However,
we acknowledge the fact that the listener uses default knowl-
edge for understanding a story. Hence, in the examples, the
listener knowledge is expressed by a knowledge base Σ =
P ∪∆ consisting in a set P of propositional formulas and a
set ∆ of defeasible rules of the form α β where α, β ∈ L.
From the set Σ, one can compute (Benferhat, Dubois, and
Prade 1997) a possibility distribution πΣ on worlds that sat-
isfies the constraints induced by ∆ and assigns 0 to every
world not satisfying P . For the sake of shortness, in the
examples, all the revision mechanism is hidden behind the
notation “Σ ◦ α”, which is computed by the conditionaliza-
tion of πΣ by α (namely πΣ(ω|α) = πΣ(ω) if ω |= α, and 0
otherwise), yielding a revision operator satisfying Katsuno
and Mendelzon postulates (Benferhat et al. 2002).
Example 1. A man just got hit by a car. The driver gets out
of the car and says, “You’re lucky we’re just in front of a
doctor’s office. Yes! Except the doctor is me!”
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Modeling:
α = injured ∧ doctorNearby,
β = injured ∧ doctorHimself
We assume that the listener has the following knowledge:

Σ =

injured ∧ doctorNearby  treatedRapidly
doctorHimself  doctorNearby
injured ∧ ¬treatingDoctor  ¬treatedRapidly
injured ∧ doctorHimself  ¬treatingDoctor

Due to postulate (KM1) (Katsuno and Mendelzon 1991)
Σ ◦ α |= α. Moreover, the most plausible models of Σ ◦ α
are satisfying ϕ = α ∧ treatedRapidly.
The most plausible models of Σ ◦ (α ∧ β) satisfy ψ =
doctorNearby ∧ doctorHimself ∧ ¬treatingDoctor ∧
¬treatedRapidly. The punchline is surprising since ϕ ∧
ψ ` ⊥.

Besides, the punchline explains α: Σ ◦ β ` injured ∧
doctorNearby. Indeed doctorNearby is the part of the
story that manipulated us by leading us to think that the
wounded man was lucky.

Note that Example 1 can also be seen as a cascading
joke (ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕ4) with ϕ1 = injured, ϕ2 = lucky,
ϕ3 = doctorNearby, ϕ4 = doctorHimself . Indeed, say-
ing “You’re very lucky” after seeing that the person is in-
jured can already provoke laughter. Then the revelation of
being “in front of a doctor’s office” helps to understand. Fi-
nally, the second part of the joke corresponds to what has
already been analyzed. Let us note that in the first part of the
cascading story, ϕ2 is surprising but not revealing, it is ϕ3

which explains ϕ2. So for a cascading joke, the surprising
and the revealing effects are not necessarily simultaneous.

The following property shows the importance of the nar-
rative order in the joke.

Proposition 1 (Never give the punchline before the end). If
(α, β) is a potentially funny story for a listener knowing K,
then (β, α) is not potentially funny for that listener.

Proof. Since (α, β) is potentially funny, then the punchline
is revealing, that is, K ◦β 0 ⊥ andK ◦β |= α. But that pre-
vents the story (β, α) from being surprising, and therefore
potentially funny. Indeed, using (KM5) and (KM6)4 (Kat-
suno and Mendelzon 1991), K ◦ (β ∧ α) ≡ (K ◦ β) ∪ {α}
so K ◦ β is consistent with K ◦ (β ∧ α).

The following property indicates the virtue of brevity.

Proposition 2 (The shortest jokes . . .). If (α, β) is a poten-
tially funny story then adding α′ ∈ L, such that α 0 α′ can
make the story (α ∧ α′, β) not potentially funny.

Proof. Indeed here is a counterexample: let Σ = {b  f ,
p → b, p  ¬f , b ∧ a  p} a knowledge base express-
ing that: generally birds (b) fly (f ), penguins (p) are birds,
generally penguins (p) don’t fly, most Antarctic birds (a) are
penguins. Let us imagine a story (b, p), it is both surprising
since Σ ◦ b |= b∧¬p∧¬a∧ f and Σ ◦ (b∧ p) |= b∧ p∧¬f
and the “punchline” p is revealing since Σ◦p |= b. However,
by adding information α′ = a that the bird is from Antarc-
tica we can create an unsurprising situation with respect to
β = p, so (b ∧ a, p) is no longer a surprising story. Another
counterexample consists in adding information α′ that is not

related to β then we can obtain a punchline that is not com-
pletely revealing: let us consider α′ = t, where t means “is
called Tweety” then Σ ◦ p ` b does not allow us to deduce
that Σ ◦ p ` t.

A particular case of Proposition 2, when α′ = β, is an-
other way to reveal the punchline before the end. This would
correspond in Example 1 to specify that the driver has just
knocked down a doctor in front of that same doctor’s office.
In this case, the punchline “Yes! Except that I am the doc-
tor!” is no longer funny (because we already know that).

We can notice that Proposition 2 does not impose that the
punchline be as short as possible, so we can refine the def-
inition of “potentially funny story” into an “efficient story”
by imposing minimality.
Definition 5 (conciseness of the punchline). Let α, β, β′ ∈
L and β 6≡ β′, if β |= β′ then the story (α, β) is said to be
more efficient than the story (α, β′).

In other words, the punchline is said more efficient if it is
less precise and thus less specific. Here is another example
from (Nègre 1970) for illustration.
Example 2. A guy and a woman walk into a doctor’s office.
The doctor turns to the lady and says:
- If you’re sick, please take off your clothes ...
But the girl has manners. She is reluctant. She is looking
down on the guy. So the doctor repeats:
- But, madam, please get undressed! I’m a doctor. There’s
no indecency, here!
Then she starts fidgeting and suddenly she bursts into tears.
Disconcerted, the doctor asks the guy:
- What’s wrong with your wife? Is she always this nervous?
- I don’t know. I just met her in your waiting room...
ϕ1= together, ϕ2= reluctant, ϕ3= ¬ knowEachOther

Σ =

together  couple
couple ¬reluctant
¬knowEachOther  reluctant
¬knowEachOther → ¬couple
¬couple→ ¬married

Let us compute Σ ◦ ϕ1, the most plausible models satisfy
ψ = together∧couple∧¬reluctant. Σ◦(ϕ1∧ϕ2) satisfies
reluctant. ϕ2 is surprising since ψ ∧ (Σ ◦ (ϕ1 ∧ϕ2)) ` ⊥.
Moreover the punchline explains ϕ2: (Σ◦ϕ3) |= reluctant.

Suppose now that the guy replied ϕ′3 =“Sorry, we are
not married”. Clearly ϕ3 |= ϕ′3. Hence, the new punch-
line ϕ′3 is less efficient. Note that the new story is no more
funny since (Σ ◦ ϕ′3) 6|= reluctant, which could have been
obtained if Σ would contain ¬married ¬couple.

Finally, in order to give substance to Raccah’s intuition
(2016) that the greater the surprise and inevitability, the fun-
nier the joke, we may propose the use of two quantities, in
order to build a partial order between jokes for the same lis-
tener:
Definition 6 (ingredients for humor). Given a base Σ =
∆∪P , a joke (α, β) is associated to the possibilistic levels:
- a surprise level: Incons((Σ ◦ α) ∪ (Σ ◦ (α ∧ β)))
- a revealing level: N(α|Σ ◦ β)

This definition assumes that the default rules ∆ of Σ are
encoded in possibilistic logic (Benferhat, Dubois, and Prade
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1998), where Incons(A) represents the level of inconsis-
tency of the possibilistic knowledge base A. The second
term is the conditional necessity of α knowing Σ ◦ β, re-
flecting the ineluctability of the revelation.

In addition, other elements may contribute to the degree
of humor: the register, the comic effects of the narrator, the
mood of the listener, her ability to inhibit her emotions, the
cognitive effort required to understand the joke ...

Besides, we might have considered iterated revision
(Konieczny and Pino Pérez 2000) and abductive expansion
(Pagnucco 1996). However, as we wanted to capture cogni-
tive aspects of the understanding of joke, we have privileged
the simplicity of basic revision theory where epistemic states
may be drastically changed in the revision process. More
precisely the main idea is to select the best epistemic state
rather than carrying the whole preference ordering as in it-
erated revision. Indeed the surprise would not be the same
if the listener had in mind all the potential explanations. In
that respect, a similar argument applies to abductive expan-
sion whose aim is to provide reasons for the new epistemic
state.

5 Conclusion
The proposed approach highlights the key role of belief re-
vision and surprises in the mechanism underlying jokes. It
has been illustrated with a few examples. It is clear that a
validation of the relevance of these ideas would require their
verification on a large corpus of jokes, although one may
feel that many jokes actually work this way. As far as we
know, this opens a new direction in the study of jokes from
an artificial intelligence point of view.
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